MODEL: WB-CD-1-3-SS-CT
STAINLESS STEEL COUNTER-TOP DISPENSER
ONE PRODUCT, 3-GALLON CAPACITY

COUNTER TOP SPECIFICATIONS:
CONSTRUCTION: 20 GAUGE GRAIN LINE STAINLESS STEEL
CAPACITY: ONE, 3-GALLON BAG
DIMENSIONS: 13 1/2" HIGH X 19 1/2" DEEP X 11 1/2" WIDE
WEIGHT: 14 POUNDS (EMPTY).

* ONE BAG-IN-BOX CONNECTOR INCLUDED PER PRODUCT.
(PLEASE SPECIFY ONE TYPE WHEN ORDERING)
- WUNDER-BAR SERIES 100 (FOR 38mm BIB)
- CPC 85400 (FOR 38mm BIB)
- SCHOLLE 543 (FOR SCHOLLE PROBE BIB)
- SCHOLLE 7300-3 (FOR CLEANLOC BIB)
- LIQUIBOX QCD-III (FOR QCD-II BIB)

SYSTEM FEATURES:
- FULLY FACTORY ASSEMBLED AND WET-CHECKED.
- ONE-PRODUCT MECHANICAL WUNDER-BAR PUMP
- NO ELECTRICITY OR CO2 REQUIRED
- ACCEPTS ALL BAG-IN-BOX CONNECTORS
- CUSTOM GRAPHICS AVAILABLE
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Wunder-Bar™
AUTOMATIC BAR CONTROLS, INC.
2060 CESSNA DR, SUITE 100
VACAVILLE, CA 95688

PHONE: (707) 448-5151
FAX: (707) 448-1521
www.wunderbar.com